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Critical Album Soundbites
“Heart devotees should appreciate these new updates on their classic
sound.”
--BOSTONGLOBE.COM, 7/7
The results are engaging and energized…In a just world, “Beautiful Broken”
would be blasting out of car radios all summer. The same goes for the rest
of the album…Heart aren’t resting on their laurels or coasting on past
achievements: They’re inspired by their own art and songwriting. In fact, by
digging into the nooks and crannies of their catalog, they’ve discovered new,
fresh insights and creative motivation.”
--ULTIMATECLASSICROCK.COM, 7/5
“This is a must for all fans of rock music and Heart.
stars.”
--DIGITALJOURNAL.COM, 7/9

It earns 5 out of 5

“For a band that has nothing left to prove, Heart has once again shown why
they are true rock legends…the new record is a welcome addition to the
Heart catalog.”
--BACKSTAGEAXXESS.COM, 6/28
“Ann and Nancy Wilson have done with Beautiful Broken what many old
school Heart fans have hoped they would do for many, many years… they
returned to their classic sound!”
--CLASSICROCKREVISITED.COM, 7/6
“Beautiful Broken is a very potent reminder of just exactly why fans fell in
love with Heart in the first place.”
--ANTIMUSIC.COM, 7/6
“Heart is as strong as ever, and if their new album is any indication, there’s
no reason why they can’t put out great records for years to come.”
--UPROXX.COM, 7/10
“This album is just achingly beautiful--from the lyrics to the sublime guitars
to the vocals…no matter how many times I listen to the album; I just can’t
quite put into words just how wonderful it is.”
--ANTIHEROMAGAZINE.COM, 7/11
“Heart is back…”
--WINDYCITYMEDIAGROUP.COM, 7/13
“This is the new Heart album fans have been waiting for…”
--BESTCLASSICBANDS.COM, 7/17
“…they went into Sunset Sound Studio in Los Angeles…to record some of
their best work, to revisit, change the key, or strip away the unnecessary,
leaving their souls bared and letting the music and lyrics shine…”
--INNOCENTWORDS.COM, 8/1
“There’s something old and something new on Heart’s latest album. Ann and
Nancy Wilson, the core of the group, have taken the unusual step of as well
as serving up three new songs…The new versions do have a more organic
feel, and, in some cases, noticeably different arrangements…Bonus: Ann
Wilson’s voice just seems to get better and better.”
--GOLDMINE, Sept. 2016
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